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Abstract 
In this paper, we give some KO-obstructions of non-Abelian group action on spin manifolds. 
These are closely related to the existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature on spin manifolds. 
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1. Introduction 
Let A.4 be a spin manifold of dimension n. Let G be a compact Lie group of positive 
dimension. A natural question is: when does M admit a nontrivial G-action? There 
are many beautiful results, especially a variety of techniques have been used to give 
necessary conditions such as the vanishing of A genus and ~1 twisted 2 genera. 
Applying the Atiyah-Singer G-index theorem, Atiyah and Hirzebruch [2] proved in 
1969 that a[M] = 0. Exploring the technique of harmonic map, Schoen and Yau [9] in 
1977 proved the vanishing of some twisted a genera of the form f*(~)a(M)[Ml when 
f is a map from M to a nonpositively curved manifold N, w E H*(N; Q) and G is 
non-Abelian or a high dimensional torus. 
The most general result is given by Browder and Hsiang [3] in 1981 by using the 
stratified functor and transverse G-submanifold. 
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Under the natural isomorphism of H*(M; Q) and K*(M) @ Q, all the above results 
can be viewed as rational K-theory obstructions of Lie group action on spin manifolds. 
In this paper, we will show that if G is non-Abelian, then there are also KG-theory 
obstructions. More precisely, we have 
Theorem. Let M be an n-dimensional closed spin manifold with torsion free jiinda- 
mental group ~1 (M), and f : M -+ BYTE be the classifying map for the universal 
covering of M. Suppose it has an effective compact non-Abelian group action, then, for 
any spin structure on M and any real vector bundle E on BT~(M), the real Dirac 
operator V 18 f*E has vanishing index in KO,(pt), where V is the pure real Dirac 
operator on M. 
For a spinC manifold, using the pure complex Dirac operator and complex vector 
bundles, instead of the pure real Dirac operator and real vector bundles, we can prove a 
similar vanishing result in K-group (without tensoring Q). 
Also, combined with Lawson and Yau’s [7] beautiful construction of metrics of posi- 
tive scalar curvature on any closed manifold with compact non-Abelian group action, a 
result of Hitchin [5] implies that if M is a spin manifold having an effective non-Abelian 
group action, then the image of the cobordism class in Qt”” (pt) under the natural map 
a: Q~pi”(pt) + KO,(pt) is zero. Our theorem can be seen as a 7ri-equivariant general- 
ization of Hitchin’s result. 
Recall that any spin structure s on M determines a KO fundamental class [M, s] 
in KO,(M) [1,6]. And our theorem says that the Kronecker pairing of f*[M, s] with 
any element in KO”(B7r1 (M)) is trivial. It would be interesting to know whether the 
Kronecker pairing of f*[M, s] with any element in KO*(BTT~ (M)) is trivial. We think 
this is true and make the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. Let M be an n-dimensional closed spin manifold with torsion free funda- 
mental group rri (M), and f : M + BYT, (M) be the classifying map for the universal 
covering of M. Suppose it has an effective non-Abelian group action, then, for any spin 
structure s on M, f*[M, s] = 0 in KO,(BTTI (M)). 
As we have just mentioned, in this case, M has metrics of positive scalar curvature. 
Hence if this conjecture is true, it will give further evidence of the beautiful conjecture 
of Gromov and Lawson [4] on the existence of metrics of positive scalar curvature. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, for the reader’s convenience, we 
collect some basic facts which are needed for proving our theorem. In Section 3, we 
prove the theorem. And Proposition 3.1 there may have independent interest. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, first, following Browder and Hsiang, we will introduce a decomposition 
of a smooth G-manifold as the union of G-subspaces which have only one orbit type up 
to G-homotopy. Let C be a category of spaces and maps and f3 a subcategory. 
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Definition 2.1. For i > 0, the category B, of i-fold B-stratified C spaces, consists of C 
spaces X, with pushout diagrams 
.7 
Y,_, %X1-] 
where A, E B, Y,_1, X7,_, , jz_l l I?_1 (where &J = 23), k, E C. Maps in ,13, are maps 
of diagrams where on Xi, Yi the maps are in Bi_ 1, and on Ai the map is in B. 
Example 2.2. Let C = X, the category of spaces and maps. Then X, would be called 
the category of i-fold unions, with maps being the union of maps. Let B = K: = category 
of aspherical spaces and continuous maps, i.e., X E I3 if X = U X, (disjoint) and X, 
has the homotopy type of a K(rr, l), then Ici would be called the category of i-fold 
K(7r. 1)‘s. 
Proposition 2.3 (Browder and Hsiang). The homotopy functor X + K(7rl (X), 1) in- 
duces a homotopy functor X, 5 K, so that there is a natural map 7: X + k(X) 
which induces an isomorphism on ~1. 
Let G be a compact Lie group (not necessarily connected), G the category of G-spaces 
and G-maps, and let U be the full subcategory of G of G-spaces X which have the G- 
homotopy type of a G-space Y with only one orbit type. We will call l4i the category of 
i-fold monotropic G-spaces. 
Proposition 2.4 (Browder and Hsiang). A smooth G-manifold M can be given the struc- 
ture of a n-fold monotropic G-space, for some n. 
We note that the structure of X as an i-fold monotropic G-space induces structures of 
(1) i-fold free G space on X x EG, and 
(2) i-fold union space on X/G and (X x EG)/G (with diagonal action) such that 
XxEG+X, X x EG + (X x EG)/G, X + X/G 
preserve the i-fold structures. 
Let M be a closed manifold with a compact non-Abelian Lie group action. Let us now 
recall how the Lawson-Yau metric of positive scalar curvature is constructed. There are 
three steps in the construction. 
Step 1. Let bIG be the fixed point set of the G-action. Choose an equivariant neigh- 
borhood Uo of MG which is equivariantly diffeomorphic to the normal bundle of M” 
in AI. For every c > 0, delicately choose a metric g(c) on UO which, among other 
properties, has sectional curvature greater than c/2 on each fiber of the normal bundle 
and is independent of c when restricted to hIG. Extend g(c) to a metric on M without 
changing it in a smaller neighborhood U and then average the extended metric to make 
it G-invariant. 
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Step 2. Let G carry a bi-invariant metric and consider the free action 4 on G x M given 
by $,(h, x) = (gh, g(z)). Projection along the orbits gives a natural map ~4 : (g, x) -+ 
g-‘(x) from G x A4 to M. An invariant field of normal planes of ~4 is defined by using 
the product metric on G x M. Let gH be the metric of these planes given by lifting 
the metric of A4 via ~4. Along the orbits, we introduce the metric gv via the inclusion 
6 C xGx M given by 4. Let gt = gH + t’gv, then the orbits of C#J in the metric Gt are 
totally geodesic. 
Step 3. There is a natural G-action 1c, on G x M, g9 (h, Z) = (hg-’ , x). 11, preserves 
gt, so the right hand projection r : G x M + M is a Riemannian submersion. Let St be 
the submersed metric on M, this is the Lawson-Yau metric. 
A key property of $t we will use is 
Lemma 2.5 (Lawson and Yau). When t goes to 0, & shrinks the G-orbits in M and 
preserves the metric in the normal direction. 
By applying O’Neill [8] formula for Riemannian submersion and delicate estimate, 
Lawson and Yau show that for t sufficiently small the metric & will have positive 
scalar curvature. The estimate has two parts. Away from MG, the estimate is given by 
Theorem 3.8 in [7]; near MG, the estimate is given by Theorem 4.2 in [7]. 
The proof of Theorem 3.8 in [7] actually proves that 
Theorem 2.6 (Lawson and Yau). Ler G = SU(2) or SO(3) and let U be any neigh- 
borhood of the fixed point set. Then the scalar curvature of the metric ?jt has the form 
c(t)/t2 + O(1) h w ere c(t) is positive and goes to 1 when t goes to zero. 
And the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [7] actually proves that 
Theorem 2.7 (Lawson and Yau). Let G = SU(2) or SO(3). Let Ico be any positive num- 
ber Then there exists numbers c > 0, to > 0 and a neighborhood U of MG, such that 
the metric St (= St(c)) has scalar curvature greater than ko in U for all t E (0, to]. 
Finally, we state the Weitzenbock formula for the Dirac operators on spin manifolds. 
Let E be a real vector bundle with Riemannian metric and Riemannian connection on a 
spin Riemannian manifold M, and V the pure real Dirac operator on M, then 
V2@E=V2+++RE 
where T is the scalar curvature of M and RE is the curvature of E. 
3. Proof of Theorem 
First notice that any compact non-Abelian group contains a SU(2) or SO(3) subgroup. 
Since any nontrivial S0(3)-action can be lifted to a nontrivial SU(2)-action, we can 
assume from now on that G is just SU(2). 
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Now, we have 
Proposition 3.1. rf~l (M) is torsion free, then ~1 (M) zs isomorphic to TT] (M/SU(2)). 
Proof. Consider the classifying map f : M + K(TI (M, 1)). If we apply the i-fold 
stratified K(n, 1) functor k to the situation, we get a commutative diagram 
Mike k(M x EG) ” -K(v (M), 1) 
JP id 1p Ia 
MIG S, ~(M/G) - ’ k((M x EG)/G) f - K(7r’, 1) 
where 7r’ = ~l(lc((M x EG)/G)). 
Since G acts freely on M x EG, and TO(G) = XI (G) = 1, it follows that 
r’ = 7rl ((M x EG)/G) cx T] (M)/i*q (G) N x](M). 
By Proposition 2.3, f’, f, s and S induce isomorphism on ~1, so it suffices to prove the 
following 
Lemma 3.2. rf T]((M x EG)/G) is torsion free, then f* : ~l(k((M x EG)/G)) + 
~1 (k(M/G)) is urz isomorphism. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, M has an n-fold monotropic G-space structure for some n. 
We will proceed by induction on n. 
For n = 0, M has only one orbit type, with isotropy group H. Then (M x EG)/G + 
M/G is a bundle with EGIH as fibre. Hence, we have an exact sequence 
q(EG/H) + q((M x EG)/G) + m(M/G) + 1. 
Now TT] (EG/H) N TO(H) so that we have an exact sequence 
1 -+ L + ~1 ((M x EG)/G) + TTI (M/G) + 1. 
where L is a quotient of TO(H). Since H is compact TO(H) and hence L is finite. Since 
x1 ((M x EG)/G) is torsion free, we see that L is trivial, and 
t, : rl (k((M x EG)/G)) --+ TI @(M/G)) 
is an isomorphism. 
For general n, if M is an n-fold monotropic G-space we have that M is the pushout 
Y&X’ 
where Y, X’, (Y are in the category of (n - 1)-fold monotropic G spaces, 2 has only 
one orbit type (up to homotopy), and ,O is a G-map. 
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Then we get a map of pushout diagrams: 
(Y x EG)/G-+ (X’ x EG)/G Y/G---+ X’/G 
I 1 -1 1 
(2 x EG)/G--+ (M x EG)/G Z/G &M/G 
Applying the stratified K(r, 1) functor k, we get a map of pushout diagrams: 
k((Y x EG)IG) -Ic((X’ x EG)/G) J4YIG) F Ic(X’/G) 
1 I 
=+ 
1 1 
WZ x EG)IG) --+k((M x EG)/G) ~(ZlG~ + WMlG) 
since X’, Y are (n - l)-fold monotropic G-spaces and Z has only one orbit type (up 
to homotopy) (O-fold monotropic), it follows by induction that at three corners of the 
diagrams the map induces isomorphism on 7~1. Since the diagrams are pushouts, from 
the Mayer-Vietoris theorem and Five lemma it follows that 
t, : TI (k((M x =)/G)) + ~1 @(M/G)) 
is an isomorphism. 
From this proposition, we get the following commutative diagram 
MLB~~I(M) = I+,(M), 1) 
lp / 
M/G 
So any vector bundle which is pulled back from &rl (M) can also be obtained by 
pulling back some bundle from M/G, Now consider real vector bundles on M which 
are pulled back from M/G. These bundles have natural G-action and for any x E M, 
the isotropy group G, acts trivially on E,. For these bundles, we are going to construct 
a connection A on E, such that the curvature RE is dominated by the positive scalar 
curvature constructed by Lawson and Yau. 
Let E be such a bundle over M. Then El M G is a bundle over MG with trivial G- 
action. Let Vo be any neighborhood of MC which is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic to 
the normal bundle of MG in M. Choose any inner product and Riemannian connection 
on it and pull it back to El u. Suppose RE 1 u. is bounded by ko. Since this connection is 
pulled back from M G, the curvature vanishes along any two plane normal to MG . By 
Lemma 2.5, the metric &(c) does not change along MG when t changes. Furthermore, 
as mentioned in Step 1 of the Lawson-Yau construction, the metric gi (c) does not change 
along MG under variation of c. So the curvature R;~Q, of the bundle E with respect to 
the metric & remains bounded by ko. Hence, by Theorem 2.7, we have 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be SU(2), and E be a G-bundle on Uo_ Then there exists a G- 
equivarianr Riemannian connection on E and numbers c > 0, to > 0 and a neighborhood 
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U c Uo of MG such that, with respect to the metric &(= &(c)), 72: 1~ is bounded by 
the scalar curvature rt. 
To extend the estimate near the fixed point set to M, we need the following 
Lemma 3.4. Let M be a smooth manifold with a smooth G action, and E a equivari- 
ant bundle such that for any x, the isotropy group G, acts trivially on E,, then any 
connection on EIu can be extended to a G-connection which is$at along the orbits. 
Proof. Let V be a smaller neighborhood of MG contained in U. First, we construct 
a connection on EIM-v. Let { Uu} be a covering of M - V such that each U, is G 
invariant and Elu, is trivial. Since at any point, the isotropy group acts trivially on 
the fiber of E, we can choose a G-invariant basis {s,} of E on U,. Let {la} be an 
equivariant partition of unity with respect to { Ua}, then the collection of w, defines a 
G connection w on M, where w, is defined by 
and A,,0 is the matrix transformation between s, and sp. Choose an equivariant partition 
of unity with respect to U and M - V, we get a G-connection on M by gluing the two 
connections on M - V and U. 
The curvature RF of ul is given by 
RE = dw + [w, w]. 
It is straightforward to see that 
RE],,(W. V) = 0, for any W E T,(G . x), V E T,(M). 
So the lemma is proved. 0 
Recall by Lemma 2.5, the metric Ft is preserved along directions normal to the orbits. 
So, by Lemma 3.4, along any two plane normal to the orbits, the curvature RF is not 
changed. By Theorem 2.6, we see on M - V, as t goes to zero, the scalar curvature rt 
is positive and dominates RF. Combined with Lemma 3.3, we see that Ict is positive on 
h1 and dominates RF when t is sufficiently small. 
Recall for the metric &, the Weitzenbock formula for the Dirac operator ;Dt @ E is 
E V:@E=~;+$T~+R~. 
We have just proved that Vt @E is a positive operator for t small. Atiyah and Bott prove 
that the topological index of the real Dirac operators take value in KO,(pt), where n is 
the dimension of M. Therefore the proof of the theorem is complete. 
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